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Alpha-quartz 1. Crystallography and crystal defects
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Abstract. Crystallography of alpha-quartz is discussed with special referenoe to
the existing ambiguities regarding handedness of its enantiomorphic forms and a
mnemonic has been suggested. Previous x-ray diffraction topographic ,studies of
synthetic quartz are critically reviewed and analysed to understand the origin, nature
and location of dislocations. It is suggested that dislocations associated with cell
boundaries, characteristic of the Z-zone grown portions of synthetic quartz, are pure
a-type edge dislocations but possibly with an alternating non-conservative climb
component associated with the predominating glide component.

1. Introduction
X-ray transmission topographic studies carried out by Lang and Miuscov (1967)
revealed for the first time the presence of cellular structure in synthetic quartz;
this feature characterises ,synthetic quartz grown on (0001)-cut surtace of either
natural or synthetic quartz seed rod or plate, frc,m natural quartz which dces not
possess such a feature. Cellular growth was detected in the grown Z-zones, and
it was correlated with the cobble topography of the terminal (0001) faces of
synthetic quartz which do not constitute a natural morphological crystal form of
quartz.
It has been possible to make certain postulates about the origin of cellular
structure of synthetic quartz on the basis o f hydrothermal dissolution experiments. The crystallography and the nature and distribution e f dislocations in
alpha-quartz single crystals, specially in synthetic quartz have been critically
reviewed and analysed in this paper.

2. Crystallography of quartz
Quartz ($iO~), occurs in two polymorphic forms, namely, low- or alpha-quartz

and high- or beta-quartz. Alpha-quartz crystallises in the trigonal system and
beta-quartz in the hexagonal system. On heating, alpha-quartz transforms to
beta-quartz at 573 ° C with an increase in volume of about lYo (recalculated from
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specific volume change at 573°C given in figure 147 of Muan and Osborn 1965);
on cooling, beta-quartz almost instantaneously reverts to alpha-quartz. This
fast polymorphic transformation is of the displacive type involving minGr changes
in the second sphere of co-ordination (Kingery etal 1967). The accompanying
consequent change in specific volume, however, causes shattering of the crystals.
Each polymorphic form of quartz exists in two enantiomorphic forms. Designation of the enantiomorphic forms has created some doubts, since the " h a n d ",
either left-handed or right-handed, can be defined in several ways, such as, nature
of reference framework of the co-ordinate axes, orientation vf the rhombohedral
axes with respect to the hexagonal axes (Lang 1965), the morphological cc,nfiguration and the absolute cor~figuration (De Vries 1958) and so on. Lung (1965)
had attempted to clear up these doubts by suggesting a useful mnemonic for the
"correct, obverse orientation of the Miller-Bravais axes with respect to the
~-quartz structure " to conform to the International Tables (Anon 1969).
The two enantiomorphs of alpha-quartz belong to space groups P3121 and P3021.
Using data given by Wyckoff (1948) for P3121 and adapting them to International
Tables (Anon 1969) for P3221 by adding 2/3 to the z-coordinates the following
results are obtained for alpha-quartz* :

2.1.

Low- or alpha-quartz

Crystal system: trigonal; space groups of enantiomorphic forms: P3121, P3221;
ao = 4.903 A, co = 5.393 A presumably at room temperature.
The P3221 enantiomorph : 3 Si in (a), xa = 0.465 ; 6 0 in (c), x, = 0.415, y, = 0.272,
zo = 0.79.
Agaio, using Wyckoff's (1948) data for beta-quartz, it can be shown that the P3~21
enantiomorph of alpha-quartz is compatible with the P6222 enant;omorph of
beta-quartz with the origin shifted by 2/3 along the positive direction of the c-axis,
that is, the polymorphic transformation of the P3~21 eaantiomorph of alpha-quartz
should be to the P6222 enantiomorph of beta-quartz. The following results can
therefore be obtained for beta-quartz:
2.2.

High- or beta-quartz

Crystal system: hexagonal; space groups of enantiomorphic forms: P6222,
P6422; a, = 5.01 A, co = 5 . 4 7 A at ca. 600°C.
The P6~22 enantiomorph: 3 Si in (c); 6 0 in (j), xo = 0.197. Lang's mnemonic
is as follows : The origin is placed on one of the three-fold screw axes running
parallel to the c-axis and intersecting the horizontal two-fold axes; this convention has been followed in the International Tables. In (0001) projection the six
* Wyckoff(1948) data for P3x21cannot be fitted to the corresponding space group of International
Tables (Anon 1969), since Wyckoff and later Frondel (1962), have used left-handed co-ordinate
system (crystallographically left-handed spiral of single pitch) in right-handed axis for P3121,
in contrast to Wyckoff (1931) whereas in the International Tables a fight-handed co-ordinate
system (crystaUographlcallyfight-handed spiral of single pitch) is used in fight-handed axes for
P3t21. However, their data for P3~21 can be fitted to International Tables, space group P3~21,
by adding 2/3 to Wyokoff z-coordinates only.
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silicon atoms would then form a distorted hexagon, the sides of which would
alternately include angles more acute and more obtuse than 120°. Looking
towards the origin, the al, a2 and a3 axes would run outwards from the mere obtuse
corners in the case of the P3121 enantiomorph, and from the mere acute corners
in the case of the P3~21 enantiomorph. Figure la illustrates the structure of the
P3~21 enantiomorph of alpha-quartz in (0001) projection*, as deduced from
adaptation of Wyckoff data. It can be seen from figure 2 that Lang's mnemonic
is obeyed.
Figure lb illustrates a (2TT0) projection of the P3~21 enantiomorph, q-he
al-axis is normal to the plane of projection. The dashed rectangle represents
the projected unit cell, and the dot-dashed lines the (21T0) projections of the
(0001) and (0111) planes.
Another mnemonic, perhaps easier to remember than that of Lang (1965), can
be visualised in terms of the tetrahedral models cf the structures illustrated in
figure 3. A careful scrutiny would reveal that Lung's mnemonic is obeyed
besides the top edges of the tetrahedra, denoted as pq, point outwardly to
the left for P3~21 if we consider the tetrahedra at the top of the distorted
hexagonal channels as shown in figure 3, and to the right for P3221. It should
also be remembered that by considering the edges of the ot~er tetrahedra, a right-

eSi
Figure la.

oO

(0001) projection of the structure of alpha-quartz (P3~21).

* Unless otherwise stated, all subsequent diagrams of alpha-quartz, as sketched in this oaper
depict the P3~21 enantiomorph.
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Figure lb. Prism plane (2ii0) projection of the structure of alpha-quartz (P3=21).
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Figure 2. Diagram illustrating Lang's mnemonic.
handed spiral around the 3~ axis of the distorted hexagonal channel of P3221
can be considered (see also figure la), as pitch double that of the left-handed
spirals (also around 32 axes) of the trigonal channels, and vice versa for P3121.
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Mnemonic suggested by the present authors in terms of the letrahedra

Buerger (1956) has defined the 32 axis with single pitch (or translation component)
as the crystallographicalh,, leJ?-handed spiral, and vice versa.
On lheoretical considerations, bg,sed on optical rotatory power of quartz
[Ramachandran (1951), Wooster (1953)] predicted that crystallographically lefthanded alpha-quartz should be morphologically right-handed, as defined by Dana
(Ford 1945), and optically dextro-retatory as well. Wooster (1953) has defined
"optically laeva-retatory" as "looking towards the sourcc of light the plane c.f
polarisafion rotated anticlockwise". Later, De Vries (1958) confirmed Wooster's
prediction by determining the absolute configuration of alpha-quartz. All the
authors mev.tioned above used a right-handed axial system, conforming to the
International Tables.
Figure 4 illustrates partial stereograms of some of the important planes of the
upper halves of crystals of the two enantiomorphic forms of alpha-quartz. Tl',e
trigonal prism, a {11~0}, the trigonal pyramids, s {11]1}, p {11~3}, and the right
positive trapezohedron, x {5161}, are morptTologicaIly distinctive features of the
P3221 enantiomorph (Ford 1945); for the P3121 evantiomorph, the distinctive
features are the complimentary forms, namely, a {2TT0}, s {2~T1}, and x {6T51}.
The latter forms have also been designated by some authors as 'a {2~0}, 's {2~T1}
and 'x {6~51} [Bloss and Gibbs (1963)]. The forms a {11~0}, a {2TT0) are rare, and
p {1133}, p {2TT3}, non-existent. The central dots of the stereograms represent
(0001), or crystallographically speaking, (0003), since l =: 3n fc.r (000l) type of
planes of alpha-quartz, and morphologically speaking, (000l) is a non-existent
system of planes for alpha-quartz.
Twinning is almost universally present in natural quartz. Synthetic quartz
grown free from constraints on flawless (including twinning flaws) seed rc,ds or
plates do not develop secondary twins (Bandyopadhyay and Saha 1967). Two
types of twinning are common in alpha-quartz, namely Dauphine twin and Brazil
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Figure 4. Partial stereograms of the enantiomorphs of alpha-quartz.

or optical twin. The resulting forms of Dauphine twin are mostly penetration
twins, the twinning-axis being paTallel to the c-axis, and the twin ivdividuals are
both right-handed or left-handed and are asymmetrical. Twinning according to
the Brazil law results in irregular interpenetration twins of right- or left-handed
indiv.~dual pairs, the twinning plane being the second order hexagonal prism,
a {1150} (Ford 1945).
3.
3.1.

Crystal defects
General

Solids have been broadly divided into two classes on the basis of the ratio of
their theoretical shear strength Zm,~ and their theoretical cleavage stress a~a~
(Kelly 1966). Thus, z~,~/~m~, is roughly between 1/3 and 7 for covalently and
lonically bound solids, like diamond, sod{um chloride, alpha-alumina, etc., and
is roughly between 1/5 and 1/30 for metals like alpha-iron (b.c.c.), copper (t.c.c.),
etc. (Kelly 1966, tables 1.1 and 1.4). For quartz, it would perhaps be more
appropriate to substitute " theoretical fracture stress" for "theoretical cleavage
stress", since definition of the word " cleavage" implies to the mineralogist,
that the solid separates into two components along a structurally weak plane;
quartz does not " c l e a v e " but " fractures" along e curved surface, known as
"cortchoidal " fracture. At room temperature, only under very special circumstances cart quartz be artificially made to separate along a so-called " p l a n a r "
surface (Patel et al 1965 ; Patel 1978). The above analysis, therefore, suggests that
a partially iordc crystal like quartz, at room temperature and under vniaxial stress
less than its critical fracture stress, is likely to yield by fracturing on microscopic
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scale rather than by slip caused by generation and movement of dislocations. ,This
kind of microfracture formation does not lead to crack propagation and fracturing
of the crystals on macroscopic level.
3.2. X-ray transmission topography
X-ray transmission topographic studies of as-grown synthetic quartz, have
r~wealed the presence of dislocations (Spencer and Haruta 1966; Lung and
Miuscov 1967; McLaxen etal 1971; Takagi etal 1974; Auvray and Regreny
1973); further the study by Lung (1967) reveals that the dislocation density in
relatively perfect specimens of natural quartz is less by an order of magnitude
than that in synthetic quartz.
Figure 5 is a reproduction of the projection topograph of an as-grown synthetic
quartz sectioned normal to the y-axis (Takagi et al 1974). It may be noted that
the dislocations are almost exclusively confined to a column immediately overlying
the (0001)-cut surfaces of the seed for the Z-zones, fan out for the -- X zone
from the seed surface, and have an intermed~te configuration for the + X
zone.

/.ang and Minscov (1967) and McLaren et al (1971) carried ot~t extensive transmission projection topographic studies of as-grown synthetic quartz. Figures
6a, 6b, 7 and 8 are enlarged prints of some projection topographs, and are
reproductions of figures 3a, 3b, 4a and 5 of McLaren et al (1971), respectively.
Table 1 summarises the pertinent data. In contrast to figures 6a and possibly
figure 8, which were taken with prism plane reflections, figure 7 was taken with
(0111) reflections; c-axis is therefore vertical in this enlarged print of the topograph
in projection only, and hence this print cannot be used to accurately determine
inclination of the dislocation lines to the c-axis. Figure 8 is an enlarged print
of the projection topograph of the final (0001) cobbled surface of crystal X-13 ; it
exactly resembles the optical photomicrograph (of the same area of the same crystal)
of figure la of McLaren et al (1971), except that line defects and stacking-fault
type of defects, invisible in the photomicrograph, are now in contrast. It can,
therefore, be surmised that this topograph was taken with a prism plane type
of reflection. Figure 8 is similar to figure 5 of Lung and Miuscov (1967) except
that the latter authors used a rhombohedral reflection to take the topograpk of
part of the final cobbled (0001) surface (possibly a light polish was given to it)
of tho (0001)-cut plate.
The following general conclusions can be drawn from the studies of Lung and
Minscov (1967) and of McLaren etal (1971):
(i) Dislocations give rise to kinematical, and not dynamical images (/zt < 1).
(ii) Total dislocation density appears to be related to total hydrogen content
of the crystals. McLaren etal (1971) estimated that total hydrogen
content of the low quality crystals, X-0 and X-13, is of the order of
5000 H/106 Si, and their dislocation density abottt 2.5 × 103 per cm *.
The high quality specimen, Y-l, with a hydrogen content too low to be
detected, appears to contain much lesser number of dislocations (figttro 7
of McLaren et al 1971).
{iii) Z-zone grown portions exhibit growth layering.
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Table 1. Summary of data on x-ray projection topographic studies of McLaren
et al. (1971) and Lung and Miuseov (1967) on as-grown synthetic quartz.
MoLaren et al (1971)

Lung and Miuseov (1967)

Figure 6a of our paper

Figure 3a

Figure 3

Specimen
Specimen orientation
Area studied

X--0; synthetic** quartz seed
(1 i00)--plate
Z-zone, including the seed

Topograph* orientation in print
Reflection used
g orientation in topograph*
Topograph magnification
Dislocation density

c-axis vertical
1120
Horizontal
10 ×
2 x 10'~/em~

As-grown synthetic quartz
(1~10)--plate
Z-zone, not including the
seed
c-axis vertical
10i0
Horizontal
ca. 11 x
85yoof3 x 10a/eras that is
ca. 2.5 × 10a/em s.

Figure 6b of our paper

Figure 3b

Figure 7

Specimen
Specimen orientation
Area studied
Topograph orientation in print
Reflection used
g orientation in topograph
Topograph magnification
Dislocation density

c-axis vertical
0003
Vertical
10 ×
5 × 10~/cm2

c-axis vertical
0003
Vertical
ca. 11 ×
15% of 3 x 10S/cans that is,
ca. 5 × lOS/era 2.

Figure 7 of our paper

Figure 4a

Figure 3

Specimen
Specimen orientation
Area studied
Topograph orientation in print
Reflection u ~ d
g orien~tion in topograph
Topograph magnification

X-13; natural** quartz seed
(il00)-plate
Z-zone, including the seed
Projection of c-axis vertical
0ill
Projection horizontal
10 ×

As-grown synthetic quartz
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

Figure 8 of our paper
Specimen
Specimen orientation
Area studied
Topograph orientation in print
Reflection used.
g orientation in topograph
Topograph magnification

X-O; synthetic** quartz seed As-grown synthetic quartz
.
.
.
.

Figure 5

Figure 3

X-13 ; natural** quartz seed As-grown synthetic quartz
(0001)-plate
(0001)-plate
Final cobbled (0001)
Part of final cobbled
surface
(0001) surface
?
Projection of c-axis vertical
Prism plane (.9)
Rhombohedral
?
Projection vertical
I0 ×
ca. 11 ×

* Topograph in this context signifies enlarged prints of the topographs as shown in the paper
of McLaren et al 1971 and reproduced here, and in the paper of Lung and Miuseov (1967).
** For figures 6 (a) and (b) of our paper, McLaren et al (1971) suggested that the seed was derived
from synthetic quartz. They were more definite about the source of the seed (natural quartz) of
figure 7; see, McLaren and Retchford (1969).
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Figure 5. 2T10 projection topograph of a Y-cut plate of synthetic quartz showing
growth sectors + X, - X, s and Z, and the sector areas bounded by highly strained
boundaries. Radiation: MoK~ (Courtesy: Dr. M. Takagi).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6a. 11,~0 projection topograph of a m (il00) plate of synthetic crystal X-O,
showing the synthetic seed area and bundles of dislocations continuing into the
grown portions. Radiation : AgK a. Magnification : t0 ~.
Figure 6b. 0003 projection topograph of a m (T100) plate of synthetic crystal
X-0, showing the high contrast seed-crystal interface. Radiation : AgK~.
Magnification : i0 :,.
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Figure 7. 0[11 projection topograph of a m (il00) plate of synthetic crystal )(-13
showing high contrast seed-crystal interface with natural seed area almost free
from dislocations, anti'grown portions with dislocations generated at the seed surface.
Radiation : AgK~. Magnification : 10 ×.
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Figure 8.
" Prism plane'" projection topograph e f a (0001) slice of synthetic
crystal X-13, showing 1 : 1 correspondence of a few dislocations (circled) with the
apices of most of the cobbles, and others confined to the cell bound~.ries. Radiation :
AgKa. Magnification: 10 , . (Figures 6-8, Courtesy: Dr. A. C. McLaren).
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(iv) Natural quartz seed is relatively free from dislocations (figure 5 of this
paper reproduced from Takagi etal 1974) and shows a relatively broad
band of intense contrast at the interfaces between the seed and grown
portions (figure 7 of tkis paper). The few dislocations that traverse the
seed are also propagated in the grown portions where it is much greater.
This suggests that dislocations are generated at the seed surfaces and grow
with the synthetic crystal (McLaren et al1971). The synthetic quartz
seed, on the other hand, shows ilo intense contrast at the interfaces in lhe
topograph taken with {I1]0} reflection (figure 6a), but does so in the topograph taken with (0003) reflection (figure 6b). Furthermore, there is almost
1 : 1 correspondence between the dislocations in the seed and in the grown
portion.
(v) Images are single for topographs taken with high intensity reflections, like
{10~[1}, bat double for low intensity reflection like (0003), and for {11]0}
under special circumstances (figures 8a and 8c of McLarea etal 1971).
This corresponds with theory (Tanner 1976).
(vi) Dislocation lines are relatively straight, but are not parallel to the c-axis;
they are actually confined to a cone of about 25 ° around the c-axis (figures
6a, 6b and figure 5 of this paper).
(vii) Stacking-fault defects are not so clear in figure 8 of this paper as it is in
figure 5 of Lung and Miuscov (1967); however, their presence in figure 8
helped to identify the final (0001) cobbled surfaces of synthetic quartz as
surface manifestations of the cell structure in the Z-zones of the synthetic
crystals. From figure 8, it appears that two sets of the high-curvature
fault surfaces at the cell boundaries, ir~ approximate parallel alignments,
are in contrast, possibly controlled by the orientation of the specific prism
plane reflection used for taking the topograph. From figure 5 of Lang and
Miuscov, it also becomes clear that most of the dislocations are confined
to fault fringes at the cell walls (those have been designated in this paper
as "cell wall dislocations").
(viii) Fault fringes at cell walls have a fault displacement vector of about 1 A
associated with them. The imperfect thin layers at the cell walls are a
few microns thick, and are probably caused by segregation of a substantial
fraction of the impurities at the cell walls (Lung and Miuscov 1967).
(ix) Figure 8 also indicates that only a single dislocation, localised in the figure
with the help of open circles, is associated with the distinctive apex of each
type II hillock or cobble (figure la of McLaretl ,t al 1971 ; Bandyopadhyay
and Saha 1966) of the terminal (0001) surface:; of crystal X-13. Those
have been designated ir~ this paper as "cobble. apex disloc~tiol~s ". Their
number is small compared to the cell-wall disl ~cations.
l.~ng and Miuscov (1967) and McLarea et al (197 L) have also attempted to
determine the Burgers vector of dislocations in synthetic quartz using the invisibility
rule. Their conclusions can be examined in the light ~f the conditions for images
of strain fields of dislocations going out of contrast iF the topographs.
/

Invisibility rule : Conditions for disappearance oft the image of the strain
field of a dislocation in x-ray diffraction topographs are given in figure 9. For
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pare screw dislocation, since the Burgers vector (b) is parallel to the dislocation
line (1,), the diffraction vector (g) must be normal to both the Burgers vector and the
dislocation line for the image to go out of contrast, or in other words,
g.

b =

(1)

O.

For a pare edge dislocation 0~; not shown in the figure) and a mixed dislocation
(1~,) in a plane containing the diffraction vector (g') and the Burgers vector Ca),
g'.b×l=0

(2)

for disappearance of the image.
If the reflection is so chosen that the g coincides with the line of the pure edge
dislocation (l, in figure 9; this is a special case), then condition (1) is satisfied in
addition to condition (2), and the image goes out of contrast.
On the other hand, if l~' does not coincide with the plane containing g and b then
it will show contrast. The contrast will be maximum when l: is normal to this
plane (l" has not been shown in the figure, to avoid confusion).
A general mixed dislocation (1~) can never be invisible. However, the image
is likely to become faint, if the line of the dislocation makes a small angle (90 ° - 7;
figure 9) with the plane containing g' and b.
Approximately 80-85% of the dislocation lines of figure 6a taken on a (T100) slice
with a prism plane reflection, go oat of contrast in figare 6b, taken with (0003);
from this observation it was concluded that they were cell-wall dislocations
and that the Burgers vector of those dislocations would be confined to
the (0001) plane. This would imply that the dislocations should be pure edge
dislocations with the line of the dislocations strictly parallel to the c-axis (lo ; see
figures 9 and 10). However, from figure 6a it can be seen that this is not so. The
_.J

b
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.
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": ~,

l_s
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(I-e)]
r "

g , b = 0 ........ ( I l

g'.b x I : 0 ...(2l

(c) $peciol mixed(tin) J
(d} Generalmixed(l m) " never invisible
Figure 9. Diagrammatic sketch illustrating the relations between diffraction vectorsv
|ines of the dislocations and their Burgers vector,
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&g(O003)

Figure 10. Diagrammatic sketch illustrating the alignments of a-type cell-wall
dislocations (le) confined within a cone of 25° around c-axis, as found in synthetic
quartz.

authors, therefore, suggested that the cell-wall dislocations were of a mixed nature,
with a strong edge component; the slip planes characterising the strong edge
component of the cell-wall dislocations would therefore, be of the prism plane
type. As a corollary, we can conclude that mixed ceil-wall dislocations cannot
normzdly go completely out of contrast and that their disappearance in figure
6b can be attributed to the smzll angles they make with the c-axis which is also
the direction of th.e diffraction vector in this case (Tanner 1976).
McLaren et al (1971) further extended this study in order to define the exact
nature of the basal cell-wall dislocations. A (0001) slice of crystal Y - l , with a
low density of dislocations, was selected for this purpose. Investigating eleven
specific cell-wall dislocations as well as two clusters with the six rhombohedral
(1011} reflections, they came to the conclusion that the dislocations are of the
type b -----a (1120), i.e., they are a-type dislocations. If these be a-type pare edge
dislocations, the alternative to figure 10 would be as illustrated in figure 11. In
a (T100) slice the dispositions of the three groups, 10,, 1o2 and !,,, of a-type pure
edge dislocations would be as showrt in the figure. If a (1101) reflection is used,
!o,, characterised by a Burgers vector bl = a [1120] and a slip plane containing
b~ and g should go out of contrast, since it satisfies both conditions (1) and (2)
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c-axis

g[1~011 I

~tellI
[e-

=.111~01

' ~

0=38012 ' ; ~ = 3 0 "

Figure 11. Diagrammatic sketch illustrating a hypothetical alternative configuration
of the a-type cell-wall dislocations.

mentioned above (figure 9), but 1,, arid I,, should remain in relatively strong
contrast making a large angle (ca. 55 °) witll the c-axis, since the interfacial angle
0 between the corresponding crystallographic plartes of the two groups, {i100}
and {i101}, is 38 ° 12' (figure 11; Frondel 1962). This is contrary to the alignment of dislocations in figure 6a taken oft a (i100) slice (though with a 1150 reflection), specially since this topoglapb should give an urtdistorted view of alignments
of the projected images of cell-wall dislocations. On the other hand, if the
cell-wall dislocations are imagined to be a-type mixed dislocations (1,,) they
should never have gone out cf contrast when {i101} reflections were used to take
the topographs on a (0001) ~lice (as was done by McLaren et al 1971), since the
attgle between the dislocation lines and the corresponding planes containing g
and b should then have been 42 ° or more {after making allowance of about 12°
for deviation of the lines of the dislocation images (figure 6a) from the c-axis),
and condition (2) given above (figure 9) would rtever have been satisfied.
In order to explain this anomaly, it cart be postulated that a-type cell-wall
dislocations may be constituted of two alterna6ng components, i.e., a pure edge
a {ll]~0)-type conservative glide component parallel to c-axis operating on the
correspor, ding {10i0} planes, and a non-conservative climb component making
an angle of ca. 52 ° with the c-axis, with the glide component by far predominating over the climb ccmponertt. This cart perhaps explairt (1) the disappearartce
of all the cell-wall dislocation images in a (i100) slice whe11 a (0003) reflection ~s
used (figure 6b), because of pleponderance of the glide component, (2) disappear-
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ance of particular sets of images in a (0001) slice when complimentary pairs of
high intensity {1T01} reflections are used, since the predomi~'ating glide components will be reduced to point images in (0001) projection, and (3) the cone of
25 ° around the c-axis in which the dislocation lines are col~tained (figures 6a and
10). It may be pointed out that a topograph of (0001) slice, and to a lesser extent
that of a {1011} slice (figures 4 arid 5 of Lung and Miuscov 1967) show very regular
alternate broaderting and thi~ming out of the images of cell-wall dislocations. This
feature, however, is not evident in the work of McLaren et aI (1971) on a (0001)
slice of crystal X-13. The difficulties encomUered in our attempts to determine
the Burgers vector of the cobble-apex dislocations, which constitute the rest 1520~ of the dislocations in synthetic quartz, are somewhat similar in nature. Strong
contrast double images of those dislocations are obtained in the topographs taken
with 0003 reflection (figure 6b), but it is doubtful whether they go completely out
of contrast in the topographs takeri with 1120 (figure 6a), or with 10T0 reflection
(figure 3 of Lang and Miuscov 1967). Moreover, rarely are they parallel to the
c-axis in the topographs taken with 0003 reflection. These observations preclude
the majority of them from being pure c type screw dislocations Using ,,11 six
rhombohedra] reflections {1011} on a (0001) plate of crystal X-13, McLaren et al.
(1971) attempted to determine the Burgers vector of the cobbl~ apex dislocations
(figure 8). Their conclusion was that those dislocations may be of mixed character
with b == (a + c) [1~13]. However, no evidence of the other two directions of
the set, b--=--(a + c)(1213), was found, though alignments of the cobble-apex
dislocations in topographs of figure 6b, and of figure 7 of Lang and Miuscov
(1967), suggest that they should have been present. Moreover, energetically it
would further seem to be unlikely that dislocations with two types of Burgers
vector b --= c [0001] and b = (a + c) [l~13] which at, , somewhat parallel to each
other (see figure 4) should give rise to the same type (cobble-apex) of screw
dislocations in synthetic quartz.
Auvray and Regreny (1973) investigated as-grown h~gh quality synthetic crystals
using both projection transmission topography and infi'ared techniqve. These
studies provide the following information:
(i) Boundaries of the seed are practically invisible in the topograph (figure 1 of
Auvray and Regreny 1973)taken with 2iT0 reflection (cf. figure 6a). However, it must be pointed out that very intense double image contrast of the
(0001) seed-crystal interfaces is brought out in the topograph of the same
crystal (X-0) taken with 0003 reflection (figure 6b). Also, the topograph
of crystal X-13 taken with 0111 reflection shows strong contrast at the
(0001) seed-crystal interfaces (figure 7). Since Auvrayand Regreny (1973)
always usod 2TT0 reflectio~, it appears that absence of co~ltrast at
(00011 seed crystal interfaces is thereCore ao proof of absence ~,f strain
at the same places.
(ii) The region in the Z-zone overlying a relatively dislocation-fiee portion of
the synthetic seed (marked 1 in their figure 1) not only contains less
dislocations than the region in the Z-zone overlying e~ portion of lhe same
seed containing more dislocations (marked H in their figure 1), but also the
mechanical Q of the portion I is greater by 15°/o thart that of portion H.
This ~s perhaps the first time that the density of dislocations in synthetic
quartz has been correlated with variation of acoustic loss of the crystal
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have been
perhaps not
lox~er',ng of

4.

portions. Since 85°o of the dislocations of ~ynthetic quartz
characterised a~ a-type "cell-w~ll dislocations", it would
be wrong to co~wlude tl~at they contribute significantly to
mechenical Q of synthctk quartz crystals.

Conclusions

A critical analytical study of the cryslallography of alpha-qualtz ai,d the nature
of crystal defects found in synthetic quartz (i.e., orientation of dislocations, their
localisatio~, etc.) has been made on the basis of previous x-ray diffraction topegraphic studies and application of the invisibility rule to the data.
A nmemoaic bated on the tetrahedral model representation of the alphaquartz structure, perhaps easier to remember than that of Lung 1965, has beeI~
suggested %r characterisation cf the eaantiomorphs in conformity with modern
international practice (International Tables).
A brief reference to, the strength of a pattia))y ionic 15atcrial like alpha-quartz
has bee~a made, and the type ~.1"mechanism likely to influence its failure behaviour
under stress has beer~ indicated. Since the primary requisite for dislocation
movement it: crystalline material is the presence of a slip sy,,tem, which is absent
in alpha-quartz at rocm temperaturc and pressure; a fracture mechanism active
on a submicroscopic scale has been suggested.
Direct images of the strain fields of dislocations in as-grown undeformed
synthetic quartz were ~btained among others by Lang and Miuscov (1967),
McLaren et at (1971), Auvray and Regreay (1973) and Takagi et al (1974). Some
of the important observations of these workers are :
(i) Good speclmerts of natural quartz single crystals have fe~er dislocationb
as compared to the synthetic ones.
(ii) Dislocation densities cf synthetic quartz are related to their hydrogen
impurity content; a higher dislocation density not only signifies higher
concentration of hydrogen impurity, bat a lower mechanical Q as well.
Density estimated in low quality synthetic quartz with high hydrogen impurity content (ca. 5000 H/10 ~ Si) is of the order of 2.5 X 103 per cm ~
(McLaren et al 1971), whereas the same is much less ( < 10-10 z per cm 2)
in high quality crystals (Auvray and Regreny 1973).
(iii) All dislocations, whether present in the seed crystals or generated at the
seed-crystal interfaces and within the grown por,ions, are propagated in
the direction of growth.
(iv) Normally, dislocations present in the Z-zones are contained within
a column overlying the (0001)-cut seed surfaces.
(v) About 80-85% of the dislocations in synthetic quartz are pure edge dislocations confined to a cone around the c-axis making an angle of about
25 °, with b = a (1120). These dislocations are distributed along the cell
boundaries giving them the appearance of stacking fault-type boundaries
with. a displacement vector of about 1 A. The cell boundaries consist of
an imperfect thin layer a few microns thick, being a region of considerable
impurity segregation. These have been designated by the present authors
as cell-wall dislocations.
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(vi) The rest 10-15~o dislocations are predominantly screw dislocations with
a large e-component, and each of them is associated with a single cobble
apex (type II). Those dislocations have been designated by the present
authors as cobble-apex dislocations.
Finally, a critical analysis of the x-ray diffraction projection topographic images
of the dislocations in synthetic quartz has been carried out by the preser, tauthors
employing primarily the invisibility criterion. Suggestions have been made to
explain the earlier anomalies.
(i) 80-85Yo of the dislocations present in the cell boundaries in synthetic
quartz may be a-type dislocations with a pure edge a (11~0) glide component
parallel to c-axis and operating on {10i0} planes, and an alternating climb
component making a large angle with the e-axis, resulting in an overall
configuration of the dislocations which can best be described by the statement, " t h e lines of the cell-wall dislocations are confined to a cone of 25 °
around the c-axis ". This would suggest that the glide component by
far predominates over the climb component.
(ii) The real nature of the cobble-apex ' s c r e w ' dislocations is not understood from the present analysis, but a mechanism similar to (1) above
may be postulated to explain deviation of the dislocation lines from strict
parallelism with the c-axis. However, further high resolution x-ray
diffraction topographic studies are necessary.
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